
1. Introduction
VLSI technology has allowed us to integrate incredibly

complex functions onto a single chip. For achieving further
high perforrnance LSI's, a deep understanding of the mechanism
of film growth is necessary. This is because a semiconductor
device consists of several layers of thin films, and the film
quality of each layer strongly affects the device's performance.
Furthermore, lowering process temperature is essential for
realizing ultra small dimension devices using metalsr). Low
energy (<100 eV) bombardment processes are quite effective
for realizing high quality film growth at very low temperatures.
We had previously realized device grade silicon epitaxy at
temperatures as low as -300 "C using low energy, high flux,
Iarge mass ion bombardment2-a). However, the effect of dopant
concentration on low temperature silicon epitaxy had not yet
been investigated. The aim of this paper is to report the effect
of phosphorus concentration on low temperature silicon
epitaxial growth using a low energy ion bombardment process.
we found that phosphorus doping dramatically enhanced silicon
epitaxial growth at low temperature.
2. Experiment

An rf-dc coupled mode bias sputtering system2-3)was used
to create a low energy ion bombardment process, shown in Fig.
l. A remarkable feature of this system is that important
parameters, such as film growth rate, plasma density and ion
bombardment energy can be controlled independently. A 100
MHz rf power supply was used to generate a high density
plasma under an Ar or Xe gas pressure of 10 mTorr, and the rf
power input determines the plasma density, i.e., the ion flux
supplied to the wafer. DC power supplies were connected.to
the target and substrate. The DC voltage applied to the target
determines the sputtering rate, i.e., the film growth rate. The
DC voltage applied to the substrate determines the magnitude
of the kinetic energy of the ions bombarding the film surface.
The film growth was performed in an ultra high vacuum
chamber whose ultimate pressure was 2x10-r0 Torr. The
sputtering target material was phosphorus doped n-type silicon
with impurity concentrations of 3-4xl0r5 cm-3 and 3-4x10'e
cm-3. The substrate material was n-type (100) silicon.
3. Results and Discussion

A typical reflection electron diffraction (RED) pattern of a
single crystal film is shown in Fig. 2. Sharp Kikuchi lines are
seen in the diffraction pattern. This indicates that the grown
film has perfect crystallinity. The crystallinity of grown silicon
films was evaluated by RED analysis in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure. 3 summarizes the crystallinity of grown films of
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(a) lightly (3-4x10's cm-3) and (b) heavily (3-4xlQre cm-3)
phosphorus doped silicon. The substrate temperature during
the deposition was kept at 350 "c. The vertical axis represents
the normalized ion flux Ni, defined as the number of
bombarding Ar ions per single deposited silicon atom. The
horizontal axis represents the Ar ion bombardment energy Ei
which is applied to the substrate. The boundary for epitaxial
growth was determined on the basis of a number of experimental
data. In the lightly doped case (3-4xlOrs cm-3), a single crystal
can be achieved only i'n the shaded region, and the region
boundaries are EixNi > 290 ev and Ei <25 ev. In rhe heavily
doped case (3-4xlOre cm-3), single crystal growth is realized at
lower ion energy (Er) and ion flux (Ni). The region boundaries
are EixNi > 40 ev and Ei < 25 ev. with the lightly doped silicon,
no single crystal was achieved using low flux, while there was
a single crystal region using high flux. Using high flux is an
effective way to create a single crystal. However, even when
high flux was used, the single crystal region of heavily doped
silicon was much larger than that of lightly doped silicon.

In order to realize epitaxial growth, a sufficient amount of
surface activation energy must be provided so that silicon atoms
can migrate atthe surface and locate themselves at normal lattice
sites. Fig. 3 clearly demonstrates the following: (l)Eixl{i,which
represents total energy dose supplied to a single deposited atom,
determines the minimum energy threshold for epitaxial growth.
Furthermore, the individual ion energy, Ei, has to be lower than
-25 eY to avoid damage caused by excessive ion bombardment.
(2) The energy threshold EixNi is reduced dramatically by
increasing phosphorus concentration. The physical mechanism
of the second phenomenon has not yet been investigated.
However, a similar phenomenon was reported by Csepregi et
al.They have shown that regrowth rate of amorphous silicon
layers produced by ion implantation can be enhanced by adding
phosphorus impuritiess). Although their observation was a bulk
reaction and our experiments were focused on a surface
interaction, we can be fairly certain that phosphorus dopant
can enhance the single crystal growth dramatically.

In order to improve the quality of silicon film of lightly
phosphorus doped silicon, following two experiments were
performed: heating the substrate to 400 "c and introducing Xe
gas. Fig. 4(a) shows deposition temperature dependence of the
crystallinity of the lightly phosphorus doped silicon. The single
crystal region is enlarged (EixNi > 30 eV) by heating the
substrate at 400 "C, compared with at 350 "C (EfxNi > Zg0
eV). Increasing a process temperature is, however, an
undesirable direction. Thus, in order to improve firm quality,
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large mass, large radius ion (Xe*) bombardmenf)was applied
instead of heating the substrate to higher temperatures. Fig.
4(b) shows the crystallinity of the lightly phosphorus doped
silicon using Xe ion bombardment. Single crystal growth is
realized in very wide range even at 350 "C. The boundaries are

EixNi > 30 eV and Ei < 30 eV. The single crystal region of
using Xe ion bombardment is much larger than that of usingAr
ion bombardment. Therefore,large mass,large radius ion (Xe*)
bombardment is quite effective in promoting epitaxy of lightly
doped silicon.
4. Conclusions

We have shown the effect of phosphorus on epitaxial growth
in low energy ion bombardment. The conclusions of this study
can be summed up as follows: (l) Phosphorus doping enhances

silicon epitaxy drastically. (2)Low energy (<25 eV), high flux,
large mass (Xe) ion bombardment guides a right direction for
enhancing single crystal growth with the lightly doped silicon
at low temperature.
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Fig.3.Ъe dependence of silicon fllm propelty on the combination of
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the region boundary on (a) the deposition
temperatures (350 "C-400'C) and (b) process gases (Ar and Xe). The
phosphorus concentration of the target is 3-4xl0r5 cm{.

(b)

Fig. l. Schematic of a rf-dc coupled mode bias sputtering system.

0)

Fig. 2. A RED pattern of a single crystal film grown at 400 "C. (Ei =
7.0 eV Ar ion bombardment)
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